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\ ~~ABSTPACT • i

The chamateristiaq of differui t prolsiou system for

ipse.e veh~icles are diammea4 aund aoulared. The solmri-powered

apae. ship is e-Juattd In greater detail. A new l)ght-weight

design io presented, using spherical refle*orw3. Problams of

degsign and operation are ismsed by eouple of a hydo•gn-

operated prototypo deeien A number of basic characterietics

of tim vehicle ytem is established. A theor "Am! ."vlyisl

of the spherical reflovtor as eneM collector is pvsentod.

Chief of Preliminary Design a&M Systems Analysis, Model 7 Diviuion.
%maber LRZ



SA Area

PF thrust

g gravitational acceleration

Sh enthalpy difference

Iap Specific impulse (lb thrust oe/lb fluid)

* Total radiation energy flux density of reflector.

flux density for unit minium ame (cf. appendix)

R roreflectivity at norml incidence

R reflectivity

r radius of the spherical mtrror

8 solar constant (kal/ew? Pee)

T temperature

Stefan •B(,:ta*nn constant£ (0 ~66 10-4 erg/**2 dog4 see
1.:3•0.,-1 2 cal (wun),,W o0K sec)

For 6$Ultlonal n~taticne cf. Fig. 11.
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11% enomus ooet of 4nplying Jpasoebone vehicle system frM the

eurth is one o: the prinoipal restr3•lt.ons in "sp flight with ohat.oally

pan propulsion "stm. The vtrkat.Uty and freedom of operatione in space

wil increase to the extiant to whiah the dependency an terrestrial supply of

propulsion material can be reduced.

The dependency an tarrestrial supply has two aspectsp the first pertaining

to the energy source, the seocd to the expendable motter, Throat is produced by

energising mttee, theoretically even to the point of conwv.Aing it into radiation
2

0(l) . In all other, less extram oases, thrust is produced by acoelerating

expeandable matter. As the exhaust velocity Increases, the ma oow•ption do-

creases for a given operation; but the gNM consupt•-n of oowse increases. Tina,

one ftoos the engineering problem of redue4 ug th nmass consunption %'hnoe tW

terrestrial supply r-quiesmsnts) and Incrasing the energy supply abd still min-

taining reasonable overall operating conditions. Thie problem is not solved by

simply pointing out another possibility for producing enornous exhaust velocities.

,e uzmt also ask under what conditions of energy supply vnd thrust per unit weight

those exhaust velocities fan be obtained. In many instanoes a a=* detailed analysis

shovws that the atte nnt of such exhaust velocities is the least of the anginsering

problems involved and that the energy source, energy oon-arsion etc. arw nov aic-

bigger headaches; in other words, the problems are just shifted into =ther area,

because mne does not obtain anything for noth;4g. It one deals with such questions

for a while, oace cos to feel somevhat apologetio tovu-ds the *good oldU' ahesal

rocket which in man respects is indeed hard to beat.

lu8mrs in parxenthesis refer to References on pap
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This is not intended to be a oritioiw of attempts to investigate

other propulsion systems, buttTather to caution lost one loses a realistic

perspective towards the facts of space propulsion or feels that further hard

work in improving the chemical system can be dispensd with in favor of

more advanced systems. Spae. flight will beaim. a reality through the chemical

propulsion system. On the other hand, however, it is a fact that the supply

requiremnts of the chemical system are a real handliap to anything more than

occasional space expeditions. This shortcoming is significant enough to

encourage research and analysis of alternate propulsien methods. The present

paper attempts to make a oontribution to theso efforts.

2:
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13 Vith the possible exception of the bqpothatical total photon propulsion,

the vain difference betimen cheoial propulsion and all other methods of propulsion

is the separation of energy source and vorking ftimd, hersafter briefly called

muditm (Fig. 1). Tn the chemical system this onsolidation of energy and medium

provides smooth (comparatively) and rapid conversim, but limits the selection of

media and maximixes the dependency upon terrestrial supply, Inasmuoh as oxidisers

Md fuels are nowhere readily available under natwml conditions.

Separation of energy source and medium results In more flexible systeas,

but also raises new problems regarding emrgy supply, energy onversion and equipment

weight. Fig. 1 presents a mnber of these system which already have been suggested

before on several ocoaseions, e.g. (2) to (9), with the exmeption of the arc heating

system which however has been studied previously for the purpose of produoing an ultra-

high-speed gas flow in test facilities (10,11).

2 Bzfiefly, the principal potential pros &ad cops of separation of energy

souroe and medium can be mmmriW~d as follows:

(a) Possibility of 1ga. energy concentration than in chemical propellants

through the use of nuclear power sources (e.g. pile, 3-decmy battery).

(b) Possibility of a energy supply from the snm, at least in terrestrial

and intra-terrestrial space. The energy supply, however, in nuwh less

conoontrated then in either nuclear or chemical souroes.

Wc) Greater freedom in the selection of media.

(d) Possible sIuplificatiens of the propulsion system where only one type

of fluid is used.

(e) Possibility of supply of medium from other swoes than the eahth (e.g.

refilling of the Saturn moon Titan or on Jupiter moons), thereby increasing

the range of the ship for a given terrestria1 supply.



(f) Greater oqlexztty and vweight of the energy source, energy conversion

and transfer moleadsm end related equipment.

(g) In mny cases very low tb'ust-to-wight ratios, henoe the danger of high

gravitational losses von opeating mne planets as well as poor

-manuverability. Application restricted to space only.7

(h) Difficulties in handllng and mintenance of a muelear energy source (pile).

(i) Operational difficulties resulting frm exessive energy release necessitated

by low conwvrsion efficiencies, suwh as the need to dispense vith excess

heat in enowersion systems.

The last mentioned disadvantage becoes the wx severe the higher the

ultirate energy lovel prior to conversion is supposed to be, that is, the nore

energy is available prior to expansion and/or discharge of the msdium. Figure 2

presents a survey of the energy converted in producing thrust versus the specific

impulse for various propulsion systems. For reasons of comparison the equivalent

energy for different flight mobanical energy levels is given. The relatively flat

slope of the onversion line shows that any increase in specific impulse must be

bought at considerable increase In energy imparted to the jet (in fact, I sp CCVI).

This is the reason for the problem shift towards the energy source and conversion

"system as the specifiq 'impulse goes up; and obviusily, If 10 koal/g instead of

1 koal/g is required at 0.25 overall conversion efficiency, the production of 40 kcal/g

at the source and the need to dispense vith 30 koal/g is much re of a problem then

the production of ,5 kal/g and the need to remve 3 kcal/g. Thue, high specific

impulso is desirable, but it must be in proportion to the flight aschanical energy

requirements (i.e. not greater than nece3sary and convenient for the contemplated

mission).

A ms-vey of some basic characteristics of these propulsion systems is

presented in Tab.l. Mst items are self-explanatory. It should be pointed out

that the specifio energy consumption in kv per lb thrust was evaluated as roflovws



Tig poduetiom in the proulAuia system to get the thrust educing mekhenisu

started, the energy onveoited from its original form into thorml energy, and

finally the energy converted in t: jet ,yroper, which is oqxua to Ah(t•wu/ec)/o.9E4

lap (lb sec/Ib), where and Isp are taken from rig. 2 and 1/0.984 is the

ownversion ftotor from Btu to Ky. The figures pertainiJg to the cheadcal system

reflect . fact that little hai to be produced outside the sodium (only auxiliary,

povr) whia• the medium itself releases the energy. The condiitioms are rovsrsed

in all other oases where energy must be transferred to the jet.

Against this grneral background the solar-po•wred spaoe •hip wila be

discussed in more detai'l.
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3. The Solar Powered Siee Ship

Table I shows that among the possible non-ohemical systems, the solar-

powered drive is fundamentally the simplest and most straight forward arrangement.

It J.eS an existing energy source in "pace in an efficient manner, by converting the

radiant energy directly into heat. The propulsion system simply consists of tankage

for one type of fluid, radiation collector, hoet exchanger and exhaust noszle.

Pumps are required to circulate the working fluid, but since the quantities in-

volved are very small (less than a pound), the pumps cre light, the hor3epower

requirement is low and electrical high-speed drives appear prmotical. The necessity

of concentrating the thin-spread solar energy requires the uDs of large reflector-

type collectors. In this mi-mer very high heat flux densities can be obtained which

aro equal and greater than those normally found in the throat of chemical rocket

engines ( > 3 Ftu/in2 seo). Most fluids are heated to a veory high temperature under

I those conditionn und this makes their subsequent piping to the exhaust noszle quite

difficult. If hydrogen is selected, the high heat capacity permits to store a Oonl3id-

erable amount of energy in the -fluid, while keeping the temperature within such

limits (1,•05-1,5000F) as to permit the use of uncooled pipelines for the heated

material, while the specific impulse nevertheless is thb highest attainable with

any fluid under these conditions and, in fact, exceeds that of chemical propellants

(Figurs 3,4). By uding uncooled pipelines, the system can be simplified and its

weight kept low.

Low veight is of extreme importance, sinmc the thrust obtainable

is only of the order of 100 to 200 lb. Even in the case of orbiting space ships the

thrust-to-weight ratio cannot be allowed to become arbitrarily low. The lower limit

is rather determined by the specific impulse available and by the strength of the

gravitational field in which the system is to operate. In the case of the earth-

moon field and with a specific impulse around 450 sec, the thrubt-to-weight ratio

should not fall appreciably below 0.Olg, because otherwite the flight mechanical

porformance during the powered phase becomes so poor that impractically hLrge ms.9
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ratius are rmecdM to perfor5* ao cimli-mar flight mission. This in due to UP~

grviTta-tional J.-m~ns irvredi in a sloic-cliiabfr sdirsl-path assoialted irith

very low tht".hcswor#,t lo'w thrv,-, is not on1? a dingdmntage. It is in fact.

matatory for the w,+tAzn m wdti crutleration, because the cmaJAidzble size of'

the oollsoctora yieJlte v-i-ry lot4i uor~nt arms. At t~rust-te-waight mationi of

0.1 to U.' g it n'Jd rnot be poeslb%?ý vithih xwsonablir weight aItn for space

vehicleo of tnis Am.ý to pnvvide the 'wecss±ary- r-truztt'z-al-ly riedidty and to

!rwirent t,,ndlng a-,4 tAlst~jwtirn whichL wo.: deatrtrr the opt-iedF qaality ofl the

retl a at'%",".

A~~- errgpt.sta~&n the ze Weo oppositx thrust req~4 nrne--t wist be

abl. S.tPW- and leads to -values of the order of 0.01 g, If the rtwht eotditions

ane %'ltillei, the salr-jxsnrsd drive wil require much less vorkirig fluid

n~lpgpl frtm the sarth than .%r chemical propulsion Vysten. The 1i~ted porn

at' tILi ays3teyv -akae its use for interplanetary flights =mlikel.y. It atW'an

squit~abiýh foLcM vi arm- hmar apcrationi' which presuably wil be amo Lreft mtnn

SM &-r!ý,ction in XL'Gr4 supp.ly is therefore quite importAnt.

e2) i,;rneratr'ns vare the solar-powrec sf)em appear artractzce.

iý-tu,(ver, th're are wr-y rproblem3 to be solved if Its usefulness is to be0 assured,

Tlhb principal i:z~4 poblem lies In the extr'ems explvtsis for all-out light-imigbt

contruth~. Aotl' dsig as weil as dynAmlcs iroblem is the nqirnt f cr-

completely 5ennntorientation in,. space of the optical axi and the .rs

;ýxis withi respect to r'SC'2 other, The probk.m of riigidity anal the refulting

autopilot control. diff41c;tict mi ta be reduced1 to practicl -usby rears of

rr bx hs 4 -.---~ -A Uw collectcr-. Considerable jreszn lusare 6"-a introduced

by 'np,s ýpipelines bebreen tanak, heater and motor, requi Ing addiitional pmnping

euargýy. This difficulty A,7 ayrwrrently unavoidable. k, large nuuaber of different

Jesicns tý, been evaluatod with ttx, purpos. of reducing ttelength of piping,

+- f!fWti A1Ssig rOtesented in thU paper was selected. Basic shiortcoming-, of the

a trt,4 o' cours~e dapeniecuty on solar- rdiat~ion &nM the possibility of datsagy

im' .ri meteors due to large size a-k'fri con itrwtion. The vehicle Is¶



I L w i~ t -h ou t w an s o f p m p us ic z i w h i l e i n t h , s b ad o vo f a c e le st i a l b O d 7 . 1 1 se rf e o t

0W ofwex dust w7beth mot erou of ter~ra1~all 1=ndm aWTh gmavy £in] fac consitute.

s~e o dut n sac with1 rbeme f .riant certant t aRkren dui a subaequent

z~~~~iditrbuio inogtre thy te olr-owr spac' =3!. t be Imown t re
?ratwarie; ltb densityo~oiuigageto~~e~ oegneigigni

the asulex interaction or teretriawolm v Imrew and wo gaith fioaelds in eodom

in Amtdrn esbeun
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The selection of the working fluid id L5 Wly determined by the requiremnt

for 1, w overall vehiole tweight and the definite need for high aw cific ixmpse.

%airable qualifications derived from the precei discussion are high heat capacity

and low condensation temperature to permit a zaximum degree of eiansion and high

energy Ccoversion at relatively low initial temperature. In order to maintain a

high heat transfer coefficient throughout the heating period, the working fluid must

be in supercrltical stite. Therefore a not too high critical pressvre is desired.

The working fluids which best msel these specifications are hydrogen and

hell,'. Their releay-t characteristics are asmriued in Table 2. Hydrogen yields

higher smecific impulase, bacause its molecular weight is lower ard its specific

heat higher. Helium has th^ advantage of higher doiisity mmd of lower critical

pressue as well as higher critical density. It has also a lower heat of vaporisation.

The density impulse of helium is about 10 percent higher than that of hydrogen.

.4owover, it is believed tWt hydrogen is in this case the only choice which

is acceptable from practioal considerations. It is more readily available, it

permits to oer'ate the prorCx1on system at ea much lower temiperature level at about

equal motor nerformance and it yields a lower gross weight, hence a higher thrust-

to-weight ratio and less gravitational losses. At Dreseut, sufficient practical

experience in the use and puin•iu of hydrogen in rocket engine systems is available

to permit estiitem for the technical layout of a solar-powered nropulsion systems.

The molar heat of hy,'rogen under different supercritical pressures ¶: shown In FiF.5.

?hese curves were obtaineO by measurii., the slope (dS/dT)p of curves in the hydro-

gen entropy-temperature diagram ref. (14) -1d computing the molar heat capacity

frmC (dS/dT) T.

p!



V
C An eetimate of the density of liquid Ihydrogen under the slightly suparcritical

pre-er-re of 15 atm is shown In Fig. 6. The variation of exhaust teo1rature

T and enthalphy A h converted in the noszle Is shown in Fig. 7 ar function of

chamber preasureI and chamber temperature. Figuw-. 7 also 9hovs thse atklpy,44j*

required to convert the hydrogen from its original state in the tank to the state prior

to expansion in the nozzle. Because of the relatively low t.upereturea involved.,

dissociation is nobl'gible and i / *s not a function of the premurse prior to

expansion. By dividing (T/d*). one obtains ratios between 0,75 and 3.85 at

supercritioal pressure a.

|S
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In ozder to Inease the enthalW of tw vorking fluid by the
requld amount in a short period of time, the radiation energy must be

conoentrated in a smll area in which the heater is placed. Ususlly, parabolic

reflectors are considered for this purpose (4, 7). In a parabolic reflector the

"44+-+- is concentrated in a mall focal area where extremly high temperatures

or heat transfer rates can be obtained. Farber and 5avis (16) have anlyzed

the perabolie reflector for the purpose of attainin m3iim teFOxrtures

in the focus. They find the highest theoretically possible temperatmv of a

black body receiver to be 5,1000 K (assumi•g 100 % reflaectivity), coupred to

6, 000K solar surface temperature.

In a solar propulsion system the use of a collector is not to attain

3 highest heat transfer rates in tV suiest area. The prpose of the collector

is to distribute energy over a certain area so that sufficient time is given the

fluid to absorb energy while at the same time the flux density remains high enough

to produce a source-sink system of adequate intensity for the temperatute to be

attaiwsa py the fluid. In order to do th, s with a parabolic reflector, its

oatical mntlity must be reduced purposely.

lovever, the min argtumentagainat the use of a rarabolJc mirror

Comes P'rom uitht cnnsiderations in rolation to the energy obtained or thruat

generated per imit of area intereeptel. The radiation energy collected by a

reflector is equal to the area intercepted, A., times the iolar canstant, S, and

thi reflectiv!ty at norvl incldenon, "n,

F'om~ig. 7,4h* for 7.T 1,CXJ~ naglet-ting loc so, ~ 3,557.5 c510ri63 Der

gram of hiydrogen. 'he qolar constant in :-scs is S ' Ca &.Mu, if



one assumes roughly that all energ intercepted can be transferred to the

wo.king fluid (hydrogen), omw obtains for thd reflector area per unit weight

of hydrogen per second, heated to 1,000K, 2

A 106,725 cal see cm2

-- - - (2)

52,190 ft 2

Rn .... )

prom -Figure 3 one obt4i.s. .t'pr. a p.res a. r..io of 15/0.1 atm through the nozale

and T c = 1,0000K, a specific impulse of 478 sec. Assuming 94 percent or

450 sec, one obtains for the reflector specific impulse

A 116 ft2  23.7 a2  (3)

- -
-3

I sp Rn lb(tiust) RTn kg(thrust,

Since the enera intercepted is about 1 kv/l2, one arrives at 10.8 kwAb(thrust) at

R4 = 1.0 or 12 k./Tb(thrust) at Rn = 0.9. The additional weights of propulsion,

structure,. such as gondola etc., and hydrogen itself leave very little weight

for the collector system. In order to arrive at an overall thrust-to-weight ratio

of at leaft 10-2, the collector weight (ib) to thrust (lb) must be about .5t to 7:1.

This thef allows.about 0.043 to 0.06 lb weight per ft 2 intercepted area for the

collector system. Such value#; can obviously not be realized with a parabolic

reflector for structural reasons.

During discussions of this problem with the author's associates

&esors. F. D'Viliccnt, C. Edenfield and 0. DahlkeA thw proposal was advanced

to use a thin-walled, puressure-stabilized sphere. Such a system not only has

the least m•,:ible weight, but alco yields a mturafly correct reflector which

37
Senior ;•tegn Engineero, Pro. Des. & Syst. Anal., Convair,$an Diego. The author
Is deeply inldbted for their help without which the design could not have boen
advanced to the level presented here.
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, .in this caqe would be a hemispherical reflector. Tho reflector would be
C (produced by spsayin one hal of the epbere with a thin netallic film of

aluminm or silver., whilo the other half would remain highly transparent.

The resulting weight roduction is so large that a certain increase in inter-

cepted arm. to compensate for slight absorptiov losses on the trmnsparent

side can easily be accomodated. An azmlysis of the hemispherical reflectar

is presented in the Appendix and it is shown that heat transfer rates of

Ma% nm ra a l intencity are obtained along that tort of the optical

Saxi which represents the local line in a reflector of this slape, It vas

therefafte decided tc lnu-rtigat-: a wcll "cle design an thi5 basis.



6. Tb2 SO:LAr-Pcowred -SUMc QjIn Protot,360

16,000 lb gross weight wa sumd ogntaining d o aboiut100lqudhdoe

and a gondola for two crew rmubers. Several configurations were considered.

Theevetua deignwhih i shwnin principle in Fiue8adinmoedti

in igue 9wasahoenpbecuseitappears to be the most attractivm compromlee

froma a number of viewpoints.

GOncdola, spherical hydrogen tank and exhaust noasrepresent one

ripgid system, located in the center betw~een two coll~ectors. Center portion as

well as reflectors can be rotated freely with respoct to each other about

the axis of rotation connecting, the centers of the two collector spheres..

large vanes in the motor exhaust provide roll control (about the thrust

It axis). 13y mans of' combined inotion about axis of rotation and thrust axis,

as well as yaw control about the third axis nornml to the plane of the Paper,

complete freodon of orientation of Ithrust axis and optical axis ,Aithb respect

to each other in assured. Yaw control, is effected by mans of tilting the ex-

haust nozz~le, using actuating cylinders which also provide a possibility for'

fine control of the thrust about the axis of rotation by having theses actuators

operate in two different planies, as explained in Fig. 9, Detail A. Detail [3

oxplaina the connection between collector sphere and tank sphere and shown that

an electric drivo is provided for each colleotor to. rotate with respect to the

thrust aria. The thrust axis in turn can rotate with respect to the collectors

by tiltming the motor normal to the plans of the paper. The vehicle can thus

accelerate in any direction with respect. to the s~m. Tho arrszigement, of

equipimnt in anri auround the collector spheroo is such that the center of

gravity of each collector Is in the center of the spheore, or at least on

the axis of rotation, so that the reflectors can Ibe rotated uithout prce'zcinW

a wmant arm vith resrnoot to the line of thrust.



SThe flog diagra Fig. a ghoe that Wrou In pu•e ft thet

into the collector sphere This is done by man$ of a low-pressure PIMP to

keep the flow velocity and theMrwith the 1prasurm loosen down during te

about 74 ft lonv flow to the center of the spher. If nocessear-y additional

pumps =%st be installed alorgthe way to vaintAin the flow 0• the desired booster

pressure piat to entelrin the high-premonve pump in the center, of the ooll.ector.

Since the flog quantities ar ev~ll - of the order of 0.1 to 0*2 lb for each

collector - aid sinoe the pressure is relatively low, the inight of these

booster paps together with their electric drive is very eamll, of the order

of. a ew pounds. In the high-pressur pump apem,/s, the presuea is increased

to the order of 30 atm ("D3 psi), to lntennifyr the beat transfer..,Ms~equcnt

pressure loosen on the vay to the motor etre not allowed to reduce the pressure

below 15 atm, using again booster pimps if nooeswary. Expansion throuh the

noz-zle takes place at an initial presstw of about 15 ate (220 pal). The

arrangement of the high-pressure rum clone to the heating element reduces

the length of high pressure linret, Assuming that the Wnet pressure at the

hi.gh-presour, rup, to 30 pst and the outlet pressure 4.50 psi and assuming

tarther an efficiency of 0.5 for the pump and 0.8 for the electric motor,

the horsepower requlremant for each of the two .nystewo is about 9 HP= or 6.7 kw.

This and additional power in probably most economically provided by means of a

turbo-electric system. In Fig. 9 a single-stage Imp•Isa turbine is indicated

prior to the e xpansion nozzle. Py mens of an alternator AC in produced ( 3 Owse.

4. wires, 120/208 V) which has the advantace of yielding lower tranemisnion

losses and pmrmitting a higher" rotational speed of the motors a~d pumps than wi.th

PC, whare the motor a.mai I.s limited to about F,000 to 10."MO rpm, Of the above men.t-

ioned 4 wires, 2 each lead to the collector spheres..Ry keeping then in closeo

nontaot with the cold hydro•.en lines, tr-nsnission losten'ean he minzife~d. ".•Oati

louses are estimated to be about 0.25 P•P per log.
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Por starting the propulsion system a h.gh-presnure gas tank for

the initial pump operation is Indicated in rig. 9. Fowever, for repeated

starts solid propellant starter rockets to energize the turbine and produce a

small amount of thrust appear preferable.

Energy for auxiliary power needed in the gondola and for radio

purposes can be made available either from radiation of lesser intensity in

the heater area or from special. solar batteries shown at the extension of

the respective optical axes of the collectors in Fig. 9. Storage batteries

take over while the vehicle passes through the shadow of the earth. The solar

batteries outside the collector spheres would block out radiation arriving in

a cylindrical space arount the optical axis. It is shown in the Appen•lx that

this radiation furnishes only a ncgligible contribution to the energy concentration

along the optical axis (focal line).

The heater extends from a point half way from the center to a point

on the periphery of the reflector. ?igune 3.0 shown the intense heat flux

density along the focal line for several values of the reflectivity (of. Appendix).

Peak value! between 8 and 10 Ptu/in2 sec are reached at f about 45 d(grees,

correspondinj to approximately 70 percent of the distance from the center to

the periphery (Appendix).

The spherical collector proper is assumed to consist of polyester

(polyethylene terephthalate), a clear and transparent plastic of considerable

strength and very light weight. Very thin films of polyester can be manufactured

and the design shown in Fig. 9 is based on a thiccness of 0.001 inch. Under

these coilitiontu the nnterial i1 not expeoted to ub3orb any appreeobble amount

of light or to produce significant refraction. In order to utilize the industrial

ztate of the art, a polyester called Mylar D which is being produced, has been

evaluated (17). The subsequent information, repreeenting average values, is drawn

from this reference and is eumarized in Table 3. The polyester film transmits about 90
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peroent of the incident light in the visible region. The tensile strength is

satisfaotory, even at 30*0F (150 0c). Warde the given conditions of thrust-to-4eight

it appears sufficient to pressurise the sphere with hydrogm or helium at 6.01 psi

(about 7.*104 atm) to lend adequate rigidity to the hemispherical reflector. This

yields a skin stress of 3,=O psi which is veil under the tensile strength left

at 3000F. This is approximtely the daylight temperature of the lunar ourface. It

is expected that the film temperature will stay below this level, since it absorbs

less radlation than the moon's surface. Moreover, since hydrogen or helium will

diffuse through the skin, especially on the transparent side, a certain amount of

cooling is provided autamtically where it is most desirable. The very low pressure

on the other hand keeps the amount of gas pressure to be renewed on a very low

level. For the same reason also micron-size holes punctured into the film by

cosmic dust are not expected to be critical, depending, of course on the density

of the dust. To a certain extent the transparent film and the internal gas Vdch

in spite of its rarefaetion contains more n 1020 molecules per ft 3 ,provide

protection for the reflector proper against frontal impingement by cosmic dust.

The rear side is more resistant, since this side is expected to be metal-sprayed

en both, the inner and the outer side with a layer about one micron thick. The weight

of the metallic film is negligible and the film thickness could be increased if

desirable for reasons of protection from cosmic dust. In the direction of low

temperature the polyester mterial shows also good qualities. Mylar is quoted in

ref. (17) to be free from embrittlement at temperatures al low as - 6o°C (-780 E).

The thermal radiation given off by the heater sen cooling doun and the heat content

of the thin internal atapephere, will greatly dampen the temperature drop normally

encountered when the vehicle entern the shadow of the earth.

Thus the material seems to be applicable to this design. However, it is

realbeed that there are mny unknowns left, particularly with respect to cosmis

(lust and the effeot of exposure of this material to those parts of the solar

spectrum which are absorbed by the atmosphere. However, it appears still too oarly



to rule out this type of application. Moreover, further d~ircted development

my lead to additional inproveemnts. fhe problems encomtored in this design

are characteristic problems of an advanced space technology and must be .olved

jointly by industrial and satellite research.

A weight sumr'y of the prototype is presented in Table 4. Both oollectors

together weigh only 740 lb or, with aocessories, 1,000 lb. This is roughly the

equipment which replaces the 44,000 lb o3, n otherwisi neded to heat the

hy1rogen (11,003 ib) chemically. It is this fundamntal advantage which rwdms the

solar-powered space ship a significant possibility and well worthwhile the effort

to solve its numerous existing problems. Of course, this advantage is not all gain.

There are certain penalties in the form of design wid operational difficulties.

Another, most significant penalty, namly the flight mechanical perfoe.nce loss

due to the low thrust-to-weight ratio, will be discussed in the subsequent section.

4b,
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SAppendix I Anal-sis of the 'SOWSrcal RGflector

Figure // defines the notation used subsejpently. The optical or

principal axis $asses through the vertex V and the center 0 of the sphere. For

the sake of simplicity of the geomtrioal relations involved, solar radiation is

in this connection assumd to consist of parallel rays of light. The reflection

point R of an Incoming light ray can be described by the center angle ýP , measured

from a line noral to the incoming light and into the dime-Lion of the optical

axis toward the vertex V. It in then/I =o00
r (1-1)

T sin1f 2 1

_and -_- (1-2)

The last relation defines the length f of the reflected beam in terms

of the radius of the spherical reflector. This length, times the angles subtended

by the light sour•e, deternine the dimeter of the image. In the case of the sun

this angle is known to be 32' 1 0.00931 radians = ( . The mellebt possible

!zage diameter is therefore f at any station of the optical axis irradiated,

and it lies in the plane normal to the diection of f. If the element lies in

the "xis '70p the incident radiation will spread to form an ellipse of light rather

tha-a a circle. The major axis of this ellipse is given by

cod (9.:e)

The radiation intercepted by the minimum area Am : (0'4)f2 (t 2 , as compared

to the total elliptic area irradiated Is,

Elliptie area Ae11  ab = * j- -

An, sin 2
A e



lb Assuming a flat plate receiver, the radiation absorbed is (for c=)

For a smtll reflector surface ele~nt the incident flux is then given by

q=S coosi =Ssinle (1-6)

where S is the solar acea•ant. This reduction in intensity is of course due to

the spreading of the incident flux over a larger area than ýn the case of vertical

incidence (at point V). The reflectivity of the surface element follows from

Kirmhhoff's law (assuming =), 2E+R ;6 = (-R)/2 and Lambert's law

S=6vos i = 6. sinf, whence

R =1 - (1-Rn)sin S (1-7)

The amomt of radiation absorbed by a flat plate receiver (diater ) nro

- surface element af arc length ds, revolved about the optical axis, is therefore

dq = S sinf ) Am - 2. (2h)fd• (f-8)

where S sin 7 ie' the incident fl.=ý, 1 the reflectivity, m the fraction

of radiation intercepted by the minimm arm:, cv, the absorptivity. 2 T (2h) the

circumference at the given h about t.Ve optical sxis and f d c the arc element.

Ising Eqs. (1-7), (1-4), (1-5) and (1-11. and setting f d = ds, one obtains the

flux density ver area element

where fl(') = sin2 2•) si•C'os (c-10)

lntentegratlatn of this equation yields the overall flux from- the reflector surfac

nn the L-adiated portion of the optical axis,
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8 r2 SiL', ~rL~~'

L=: 4.L svi 4  (1-11)

The flux density in terms of the miniM area Amin is at arv point

q=1-s-- f2. _ _ _ 1U

where 
Y 

(6

,. (1-a), (14), (.1-10),(1-13) and (1-14) are tabulated in Table 5. The

tabulation begins with = 300, because at this value the incoming ray hits the

vertex after reflection. At ml='er values of f the ray follows a polygou -th

before it hite the optical axis. No attempt has been made in th.1 first surwsy

to analyze, this portion of the incoming radiation. Qualittatively, it increases

the radiation Inrlux in the outer portion of the focal line (0.7- r ::.0).

The rntlo f/r as well as ,:q/ds are plotted In Fig. J2 . The curve

f/r shows the well-knovn fact that for spherical reflectors of very smal

anerture a focal point exists whf i: located at 0.5 r. The curve dq/ds ir.icates

that for large aperture spherioal reflector the mrxitmw differential radiation

t'luz is at ý* 451, corresrx)nding to 0.7 r.

Using Fn. (1-11) the integral radiation flux can bo computed, The

result sI shown in Figure 13 , where Q is given Jm ter=s of 'q' r 2 SCGs

funct!rwn of e • In accorlance with the trend shhown by the dq/ds cirves, the

Q cmrves Iry'Icate that there is little or no contributio, -orm radiation inflr-

"at tht- extrem values (if This trend Im the ý-.oe as foi A in (16) for the

perabclc mirror.
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fBy oomputing average values of q, jq. (1-12), on oan find the
teuipratuft of a black body receiver (flat) along 0.5,K- r ! -. O, by using

the Stefan-Boltzwann relation T (q/G)c vhere i is tVa Stefan-Boltzzmnn

cor•tant."-Ie has been done by using average values of q in intervals of

five cMgrts. 7he result is sham in Fig. 14+ for the radiation fux density

p6- c.' of %inina area and for the teMperature. This temperatumn, representing

the U~ghast theoretically attainable in a reflector of thi3 type (R n = 1.0), is
l,0009K or l,C-OO0 °R lower than tae theoretical mximnm found in (16) for the

parabolic mirror. The values of q are also prIsented in Pig. 10 where they

are presented in the enginevwing system.

C 
--
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Table 2 ComQarisan of HFdroeen and Helium

Molecular Weight' 2.016 4.003

Freezing Point -136*r (12) -459..4*
-260 0 c -273*C (13)

Doiling Point (760o=) -4Z,3v(12) -452.20?
-252.80C -2690C (13)

Sp. Gravity (liq.,76om) 0.071 0.13 (1.3)
(4.4 1b/rtf 3) (8.1 lb/ft3 )

Critienl Pressure 13.5 atm (12) 2.28 atm (13)
12.8 atm (13)

Critical Temperature -400• F (12) -450.20F
-=c -267.9PC (13)

Critical Sp.Gravity 0.031 (13 0.069 (13)
(1.94 lb/ft) (4-.3 lb/f)

Spacific Beat
(Average between B.P. and 30000 k) 3.7 Btu/b°F 1.13 Btu1b°F

3.7 oel/?ek(5) 1.13 oaJ/gok (5)

Haht of Vaporization (760m) 108 oal/j 4.93 oal/C (4.930k) (14)
194 Btu/lb (12) 8.87, Btu/lb



Table 3 SO* Relevt Prousrtso of the Polvestel MYLR (I')

!iW1tinm Point 250-2550 C (aI1out 490PF)

Specific Gravity 1.38-1.39

Therm. Saductivity 3.63.16-4 oal3/ se0 OC

Thermal Coefficenlt of Linearz' zpsq soi 20l0o-6 oF

Light Tranooesiosn 
about 90% in visAe (4 .,000 )
zero at (3,000 A

Tensile Strength 25,000-30,000 psi (about OOF)
10t000 pai ' 300°F (1500C)

BurstIng Strength 45 Ib 0 1 il thickneis

angen permability 0.9 g/1O0 u2 hr ' 1 ma thic•ma

Tdogen pereability No Data Available

0I



Table- 4 frharacteristic rData of the Sr'iar Pow~eredi 5nrngicehin, PrototyM.'

.dilqtion Collectors (2) ,000) lb.
Polventer Snheres (2) 740 lb.
Cold Tubes, '-liras, Springs 190
Connections.Reflector Orive, tisc. 70)

rr,.4 Pionin Iystem (for ? Collectors) 7r
Ynating- rements Y) lb
Hot P1 ninp 350
PMithtinn Jaicket for Hot Pipes 15n

'~c~jflt500

Turbine and Alternator 60) lb.
r~ow-Pressure n1ooster Pump (0.)7 lb/sec If.) 13
'!t-Pressure Punyp Pr Montor (2 sets) 51)
T Jirinp (2 sets) (electrical) 21)
I'oiLar 50)
Connections P, Shut-off Valve~s in
Array of 17olid Prop.Starter Rackets 3`10

1.-coui-i T!vdroren Tank (17 ft flia.,qoo ft' Surface) P00
i-n lol-, Crew IP, vquipment 2,4~00

1 1 7!yvdropen 11.000
Gross 74eijght 16,400 lb
Dry Weipht 5,600 lb

1. -!Iscellancous Data

SCollector Sphere: Diameter 12r rt.
Interconted Areq. A. 12,,'70 ft.2

Circumfe~rence 4,02.1 ft.24'urfnce Area 5lp,46;.s ft23
Vol'_I- 1,09e,,000 ft3

:TYro,-cn gas wt. in snhern (o.01 nsi) -30007 2.74 lb
-15O~r-v6.35

'Ielltrr gns wt. is rourhly twice that Of 112
!ntr.-rcnted area theoretically renuired to noroduce 1ý0 lb. of
thrur~t ait. T :": 50 see -1,300 ft"
*le~ir'tcr ef 'ciency 9,3'VY)/l2,-;7I 0.725

Thtiorct~icailly prodlucedi thrust ne-r reflector 111 lb
"hr'nvri theore~tically collected by reflector 1,2")7 kw
-heor-t~inl sruecific onarr~y consumntion 12.9 kw/Th thrust.
.%cttri) thrust, aý.urio to be oroduced ner collector 1ý0 lb
ToMil thrwf-t nroducerd 160) lb
-1 -o~ih rto nta 0.976.10-2

-a-uxinum final 293l-

ý.Tcl - rformnce
o! !in. Facctcr 1. 67-kor;~~

ý ý-itir Pie on Tmfnvdnp --actor 3.03
~r'~~-, ~ . 'r~l ' ~un~d /50 lb sec/lb

nn ~15,731 ft/.-C*(.

.'. -- r:.rcc h c.ir4ctearirtics in-!rate th-It thic nrntotyr- i:- not
. * "~" "'r :Uit an reýturn int-) th., orl-it of 'lrnartu~re, t'tko-n -t,. !,r)

t!! - . tr~t.-x in toý ntuiy nrrble-v of tln-hrn, -!r!
-~ - v .;i-1ct#-r!7.Unn of tho vehicle.



S Table 5 Cfa•terisrtip ?imctionu of the S etical Reflector

IP t/r f 1 (fy f 2 (f
(dog)()C)(-

30 1.0 0.3248 0.0354.1 0.07812
35 0. M17 0./.149 0.05048 0.12675
40 0.7m"8 0.4775 0.06658 0.18554
45 0.7071 0.5000 0.08250 0.25000
50 0.6527 0.4775 0.09708 0.31441
55 0.6104 04.149 0.10945 0.37325
60 0.5773 0.3248 0.1l907 0.42187
65 0.5517 0.2248 0.12585 0.45785
70 0.5321 0.1927 0.13005 0.4=107
75 0.5176 0.0625 0.13224 0.49358
80 0.50W7 0.0200 0.13310 0.49866
65 0.5019 0.00261 0.13332 0.49990
P9 0.500
90 0- 0.13339 0.50000
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MIRROR (IN SPACE)
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